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TECHNOLOGIES > SYSTEMS
Wireless Time-Sensitive Networks: When Every Microsecond Counts
This article evaluates the various technology options for the roll-out of wireless TSNs and
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Download this article in PDF format.
What you’ll learn:
What's the role of TSNs in supporting mission-critical industrial applications?
Which specifications should a (wireless) TSN adhere to?
Are wireless technologies up to the challenge?
If so, should we opt for cellular (4G or 5G) technologies or Wi-Fi?
Efficient factories build on a timely exchange of data, but not every piece of information
should be treated equally. Emails, for instance, can typically be delivered with an acceptable
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delay. Other applications, however, strongly depend on a prompt transfer of the underlying
(sensor) data. Think of autonomous-system applications such as drones, cobots, automated
guided vehicles, or closed-loop control systems where every (micro)second is vital. This is
where time-sensitive networks (TSNs) come in.
Since the 1980s, Ethernet has been the default technology option for exchanging factories’
time-critical data. While they are robust, Ethernet-based TSNs also have a huge drawback:
With cables running everywhere, rearranging a factory’s production floor becomes quite a
challenge. That’s why the manufacturing industry has been calling for the installation of
wireless TSNs, unhindered by the roll-out of cables. But are wireless communication
technologies capable of meeting TSNs’ stringent requirements? 
When Every Microsecond Counts
So far, the telecom industry has focused on increasing networks’ speed and capacity as
subscriber demands escalate for ever-faster internet surfing and downloading large (video)
files. Therefore, for most industrial applications, a lack of bandwidth has long since ceased to
be a problem as well.
All the while, though, considerably less attention has been paid to guaranteeing low latencies
and foreseeing the right level of redundancy. Yet, those guarantees are crucial in support of
mission-critical applications. Think of Industry 4.0 applications such as closed-loop control
systems, or the deployment of drones, cobots, and automated guided vehicles. For such use
cases, a low latency, a guaranteed quality of service (QoS), and accurate time synchronization
are essential. 
An accurate time synchronization between the various devices in a smart, connected factory is
becoming increasingly important. Closed-loop control systems, for instance, strongly depend
on quick and accurate scheduling of any communication between the underlying sensors and
actuators. Other examples of time-sensitive applications include distributed speaker systems
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and advanced augmented-reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and video applications. In the case
of audio and video apps, a poor synchronization is even audible and visible, and utmost
disturbing. 
Un-wiring the Factory
Since the 1980s, the exchange of (time-sensitive) data in factories has mainly relied on robust
Ethernet technology. Hence, it’s the Ethernet community that took a clear lead in supporting
the roll-out of TSNs by introducing a TSN-based Ethernet specification (IEEE 802.1Qbv) that
meets three critical characteristics of wired time-sensitive networks:
End-to-end signal delay of 2 ms (over seven hops) for business-critical traffic
Time-synchronization accuracy of less than 1 µs (up to a few nanoseconds in specific
scenarios)
99.99999% reliability 
Still, the use of a wired network comes with significant disadvantages. For example, every time
a production floor is rearranged, all cables need to be redrawn as well. Of course, this requires
immense planning and preparation, comes with a huge cost, and makes on-the-fly
optimization impossible. Moreover, with the installation of every new machine—and each
individual sensor—even more cables are drawn, and for the sake of redundancy, cables are
often installed twice. 
Thus, the call for wireless TSNs grows louder and louder. Wireless networks, however, are
much more susceptible to network failures, bandwidth limitations, and blocked signals than
their wired counterparts. Admittedly, mobile technologies have been making significant
progress in providing stability and reliability, but there’s still much work to be done, especially
when time synchronization is concerned. 
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So, where do we stand today? Are wireless TSNs a realistic option to enable tomorrow’s smart,
connected factories? If so, should we opt for cellular (4G or 5G) technologies, or Wi-Fi?
5G vs. Wi-Fi
When it comes to rolling out wireless TSNs, the 5G community has been betting on the
recently specified 5G ultra-reliable low-latency communication (URLLC) feature. With the
introduction of 5G URLLC, the community aims to get as close as possible to the performance
specs of Ethernet-based TSNs. Concrete targets are a signal delay of no more than 1 µs, a time-
synchronization accuracy of no more than 1 ms, and a 99.999% reliability. In those respects,
5G undeniably holds a significant advantage.
Yet, Wi-Fi has its advantages, too. On the one hand, a Wi-Fi network is easier to install, faster,
and less costly than a cellular one. And there’s the compatibility factor: Ethernet (IEEE 802.3)
and Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) belong to the same family of standards. That makes Wi-Fi the most
obvious technology option for companies wanting to transform their wired (Ethernet) network
into a wireless alternative.
At the radio level, 5G and Wi-Fi are quite similar and accommodate roughly the same bit
rates. The big difference is that 5G uses licensed spectrum that’s exclusively allocated to a
telecom operator, while Wi-Fi operates in the free spectrum and is therefore bound by more
stringent “courtesy” rules.
When a Wi-Fi device wants to use the free spectrum, it first must verify that no other devices
are using that same radio band. As a result, each time a wireless package is transmitted, an
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unpredictable (shorter or longer) pause must be inserted, which could increase latency. In this
regard, because 5G is more strictly regulated, it has a clear advantage.
However, that may change, as some countries already allow purchasing local spectrum for the
deployment of a private 5G network. Because the radio spectrum is technology-neutral,
though, the same principle could be applied to set up a Wi-Fi network that would no longer be
bound by those more stringent “courtesy” rules.
Ultimately, we expect 5G and Wi-Fi to coexist, even when it comes to supporting time-
sensitive networks. Due to their wider range, cellular technologies such as 5G will come with a
slight advantage for outdoor TSN deployments; and Wi-Fi is a priori suited for indoor
operations. However, everything hinges on the technologies’ support for even more accurate
time synchronization.
A World’s First: The “openwi ” Chip
Any Wi-Fi-based, time-sensitive network needs to schedule its communication in dedicated
time slots. As a result, accurate time synchronization between the various connected devices is
crucial, because any synchronization inaccuracies must be absorbed by buffers—the so-called
“guard time.” That, in turn, comes at the expense of efficiency. After all, it’s best to schedule
useful time slots as closely together as possible and minimize buffers in which no
communication is possible.
One of Wi-Fi’s challenges is that, today, it only allows for a time-synchronization accuracy of a
few tens of milliseconds, all while a typical Wi-Fi packet is only about a hundred microseconds
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long. It’s not terribly efficient if you must insert a buffer of, say, 30 ms between each of those
short packets.
With the advent of imec’s openwifi custom-made radio chip, designers now have full control
over the hardware in which the time-synchronization features are embedded (Fig. 1). This
feature isn’t typically available when one is experimenting with commercial Wi-Fi chips.
1. The openwi  radio chip allows for full control over the hardware with embedded time-synchronization
features.
imec’s openwifi makes possible a world’s first—improving Wi-Fi’s time-synchronization
accuracy by a factor of 10,000 compared to today’s commercial state of the art, down to the
level of 1 µs. That’s considerably better than the ambitions of the international Wi-Fi Alliance,
which had set a target of 5.5 µs.
Open-Source Software Speeds Innovation
To accelerate research into wireless TSNs as well as its commercialization, imec has chosen to
make some of openwifi’s basic functionality available as open-source software. We hope that
will give application developers and chip manufacturers from all over the world the
opportunity to experiment with openwifi. Those not having the proper infrastructure can even
use our remote test facilities (Fig. 2).
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2. Shown is imec’s (remote) IDLab test infrastructure, where all possible wireless technologies can be put to
the test—from Wi-Fi to 4G, 5G, and even future 6G radio architectures based on distributed massive MIMO.
Openwifi is popular on Github, the largest open-source software development platform in the
world. There, it’s ranked in the top four of the most valued FPGA contributions and has been
downloaded over 200 times.
It’s our intention to give industrial partners a unique opportunity to test their applications on
top of openwifi and evaluate whether those applications are compatible with tomorrow's time-
sensitive Wi-Fi solutions. For example, Televic, a Belgian provider of specialized
communication solutions, has shown interest in openwifi to test one of its low-latency audio
streaming systems.
imec allows companies to test a number of Wi-Fi-based TSN features, independent of vendor-
specific implementations and chipsets (which aren’t yet commercially available anyway). That
should provide them with a significant competitive advantage.     
We also can enrich Wi-Fi packets with real-time network and end-to-end monitoring
information. As packets travel through the network, that allows us to determine the
performance of a given Wi-Fi network. In doing so, we measure what happens with a Wi-Fi
packet without having to send extra traffic through the network, making it much easier to
pinpoint the sources of issues. Moreover, one could also use this input for network
reconfigurations, or to check whether the agreed-upon QoS is being met. This technique has
been used in data centers for some time, but not until now has it been implemented in a
wireless network. 
First Steps Taken—More to Come
So, when will factories be able to deploy wireless TSNs? We assert that it’s still too early in the
development process. We will gradually see TSN-based features appear in wireless networks
in coming years, but that will happen step by step. First comes development of commercial
chips that support those features; then applications can follow. Meanwhile, we watch with
interest how 5G and Wi-Fi will continue to tackle the need for wireless TSNs. It’s already
evident that both offer a clear added value in supporting time-critical applications.
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Openwifi is one outcome of the ORCA project supported by the European Horizon2020
program. 
Openwi  Resources
Interested in experimenting with openwifi? An openwifi evaluation kit is currently
under development, featuring a full TSN Wi-Fi stack and the necessary support. The
evaluation kit will significantly lower the threshold for companies to evaluate the
benefits brought by time-sensitive Wi-Fi. More info via Ingrid.Moerman@imec.be.  
The openwifi Linux driver and software can be downloaded from
https://github.com/open-sdr/openwifi (Linux mac80211 compatible full-stack
IEEE802.11/Wi-Fi FPGA design based on SDR).
Thanks to the (remote) IDLab test infrastructure of imec, the University of Antwerp
and Ghent University, all possible wireless technologies can be put to the test—from Wi-
Fi to 4G, 5G, and even future 6G radio architectures based on distributed massive
MIMO. More info and technical documentation via
https://idlab.technology/infrastructure/.
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This article appeared in Electronic Design and has been published here with permission.
Qualcomm has become one of the global leaders in 5G on the back of baseband modems that
dial into the next-generation networks. But the mobile chip giant is also making a bigger play
in radio-frequency (RF) chips that surround the cellular modem, RF transceivers, and
antennas and carry out tasks such as amplifying and filtering radio signals, suctioning up
more of the bill of materials (BOM) in 5G phones.
The San Diego, California-based company said its radio-frequency front-end (RFFE) business
soared to more than $900 million in its second quarter, up 39% year over year, buoyed by
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The world's largest smartphone vendor is wrestling to win more market share in radio-
frequency chips from rivals Qorvo, Skyworks, and Broadcom. These chips are invaluable
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stronger demand for 5G phones. Qualcomm has landed supply agreements for RF
components and modules with Samsung and Google as well as Xiaomi, Oppo, and Vivo, which
are taking advantage of China's ambitious 5G rollout.
"We're winning not only at the system level; we're winning at the component level," said
Cristiano Amon, Qualcomm's president and incoming CEO, on its quarterly conference call
with analysts last month. He said Qualcomm is not only landing sockets for its millimeter-
wave components in 5G parts of phones but it is also winning orders for chips that support 4G
and sub-6 5G, where it faces more competition.
"The fact we're winning designs across the board, it's a testimony that our strategy is
working," he said.
The company's ambitions are raising the stakes in the more than $20 billion radio-frequency
IC market, which is on pace to reach $25.8 billion by 2025, according to market researcher
Yole Developpement. The smartphone chip giant is trying to close the gap in market share
with Skyworks, Qorvo, Murata, Broadcom, and other industry leaders that dominated
different parts of the RFFE in 4G LTE phones.
Apple, Samsung, Google, and other players in the smartphone arena are paying hefty
premiums for RF chips, which are critical to getting the best possible performance out of new
5G phones. Qualcomm has been expanding its footprint in the market in recent years with
new power amplifiers, switches, RF filters, antenna tuners, LNAs, and other chips often
packaged in diversity and power amplifier modules (PAMs). These chips are playing more of a
central role as the guts of 5G phones become far more complicated.
Qualcomm said that there are more than 10,000 combinations of frequency bands used in 5G
globally, up from 1,000 currently used by 4G networks, which is increasing the cost and
complexity of the RFFE. These bands include millimeter waves, which are very fast but can
only travel limited distances and are vulnerable to being blocked by walls or other
obstructions, including a person's hand holding the phone.
Qualcomm has rolled out 5G modems that also support the sub-6 bands widely used by 5G
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networks in China and other regions, relaying signals over longer distances than the
millimeter waves favored by US telecom giants. Both types of 5G technology place different
demands on the RFFE in the phone, forcing electronics manufacturers to cram more RF chips
in their devices to accommodate all these variations.
"As 5G millimeter wave technology expands into other geographies, we expect significant
expansion of our RF opportunity due to increased silicon content and value," said Amon.
Qualcomm is trying to persuade phone makers to buy its radio frequency chips—pre-
integrated with its 5G modems, RF transceivers, and millimeter-wave antennas—instead of
buying them all from separate vendors and assembling them part by part. Qualcomm was one
of the major standard-bearers behind 5G, giving it an early lead in incorporating the standard
with support for all global 5G bands—including millimeter waves where other firms struggled
with early in the 5G era—in its modem chips and RF ICs.
Skyworks CEO Liam Griffin has previously said that the BOM cost of the RF components in
the average smartphone would rise by roughly 40% from around $18 in current 4G phones to
$25 in 5G models.
Qualcomm said these types of pre-integrated solutions bring boosts in power efficiency to the
signal chain and reduce the real estate of the RF subsystem in 5G handsets. Qualcomm
dominated the first generation of 5G phones from Samsung Electronics, LG Electronics,
Xiaomi, and other vendors, which leaned on its suite of RF components to reduce
development costs and ease the burden of integration.
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“5G presents a level of complexity that our advanced RF front-end solutions and
comprehensive portfolio can uniquely resolve," Christian Block, SVP and GM of the RFFE
business at Qualcomm, said in February. Last month, executives said that more or less every
5G phone based on its 5G modems—totaling more than 200 design wins—also leverage its 5G
RFFE solutions for both sub-6 bands and millimeter waves.
But it is facing questions about its ability to fill out its market share as Skyworks, Qorvo,
Broadcom, and other rivals roll out RF components and modules supporting both millimeter
waves and other 5G bands.
Last year, Broadcom landed major, multi-year supply deals with Apple, its largest smartphone
customer. Broadcom said that it agreed to supply a wide range of wireless components,
including ICs used in the RFFE, for Apple products. Broadcom, which was working to sell
its RF chip business before it reached the deal with Apple, said the three-and-a-half-
year agreements will deliver around $15 billion by 2024. 
While Broadcom sells power amplifiers, switches, and other RFFE chips, the crown jewel of its
product family is the FBAR filters. FBARs are widely used in 4G and 5G smartphones and base
stations to filter out stray signals from radio transmissions. Broadcom CEO Hock Tan said the
Apple deals give it more "clarity" around its long-term roadmap in 5G phones and positions it
to continue to invest in the sector.
Skyworks is also expanding its production of RF filters that are specifically designed for the
wide range of frequency bands used by 5G technology and integrating them in RF modules
that it is selling to Apple, Samsung, and other smartphone giants. The company said it has
focused on the development of BAW filters based on its proprietary IP that can better handle
the high bandwidths and power levels for 5G.
"We know how hard it is to deliver a 5G socket with all the bells and whistles that can handle
spectrum across the board, the complexity of roaming, the size constraints, and current
consumption. It is really hard. So we've spent a long time creating a solution that makes it very
easy for our customers to go to market," Griffin said about Skyworks' Sky5 RF modules on a
conference call with analysts last month.
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Qorvo has started supplying its RF Fusion family of integrated modules to all the largest 5G
smartphone manufacturers. The modules encompass the major 4G and 5G frequency bands
and integrate its power amplifiers, filters, switches, LNAs, and RF shielding to handle
transmit and receive coverage at the same time. The modules also feature different
configurations for different regions, including the US and China.
"As 4G became more complex over the past couple of years, the move towards integration
began to take off. And then when 5G emerged, there really was no looking back for our
customers that are bringing out new high-performance handsets," said Steve Creviston,
president of Qorvo's mobile products, earlier this year. Qorvo is winning sockets in the "main
path" of 5G phones in all three major types of bands, he said.
But as its first-mover advantage continues to fade and its competitors lure in smartphone
makers with new RF offerings, Qualcomm is also under pressure to stand out at the
component and module levels.
In February, the company rolled out a new integrated 4G and 5G power-amplifier module, the
QPM6679, which can supply the power required by the higher frequency bands used in 5G.
These power amplifiers translate data into radio signals that are beamed out to cellular base
stations. It also upgraded its latest dual-band diversity receive module, the QDM5579, to
further amplify radio signals while limiting noise.
The power amplifier can be paired with its QET7100 wide-band envelope tracker to prolong
the battery life of the latest phones for 5G. With 100 MHz of bandwidth, the chip supports up
to 30% more power efficiency and higher transmit power in a smaller die area than the
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to 30% more power efficiency and higher transmit power in a smaller die area than the
average power-tracking technology from rivals. It also supports all global 5G bands in the sub-
6 range and 4G bands, the company added.
The improved power efficiency comes from its ability to follow the output of multiple 4G and
5G power amplifiers. Wide-band envelope tracking is considered critical for managing the
power to 5G radios. 
Last year, the mobile chip giant introduced its UltraSAW filter technology, its new category of
RF filters featuring improved insertion loss to isolate signals from any interfering radio
transmissions. The chips, which entered mass-production at the end of last year, are designed
to compete against other RF filters, including BAW filters from Qorvo and Skyworks and
FBARs from Broadcom, in the sub-6 bands.
The company also introduced its proprietary antenna-tuning technology that uses AI to
identify where hands are gripping a smartphone and then fine-tune the antennas in real-time
to improve performance for 5G. Qualcomm said the AI antenna tuning technology could boost
performance by up to 3 dB in the transmit chain and 4 dB in the receive chain, resulting in
faster upload speeds and improved coverage.
Qualcomm has closed the gap with Broadcom, Qorvo, and Skyworks in the RFFE market. But
as the cost and complexity of the RFFE continue to grow, the bar to beat out the competition is
higher than ever.
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